
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Please check out our website http://www.nesw.de to enjoy a 
slideshow of Christmases past. Ingrid has done a great job sharing jolly 

pictures that will bring a smile to your face! 
 

Isn’t it ironic how life turns out! A successful start to our Network year in January 2020 at Freiburg’s Schwarzes 
Kloster was followed by an equally enjoyable meeting in February with two of our members sharing their thoughts 
on China – a land of amazing contrasts and beauty. We addressed the outbreak of Coronavirus which had resulted 
in the total lockdown of the city of Wuhan at a time when all Chinese would normally have been celebrating the 
Lunar New Year. Little did we know then that in the blink of an eye the whole world would be reeling from a 
pandemic of astronomical proportions. Although the Network had to cancel most meetings throughout the year, 
we were able to benefit from the months of wonderful sunny weather that we have been blessed with here in 
Freiburg this year. With excellent walking paths and restaurants in our area, a number of Network friends set off 
to enjoy some exercise, followed by dinner al fresco, in July and September. Fortunately, we were also able to 
learn all about the world of coffee in October at 5 Senses Coffee before government regulations enforced the 
closure of all restaurants locally. 
 
There is no doubt, especially with Christmas coming up, that this second wave of Coronavirus regulations will 
prove to be more difficult than the first, and our tolerance will be tested to the limit. Many people, thankfully, 
are made of stern stuff and, understanding the absolute need for these restrictions, will adhere to them and 
often make the best of a bad situation. At the time of the first lockdown earlier this year, the CT heard that 
some of you were actually experiencing benefits in your lives as a result! Here are a few more examples of 
positive experiences as a result of Coronavirus! Thanks so much for your contributions. 

Merry Christmas 2020 to all 
our Network Friends! 

 



 
 
I have found being thankful and staying positive quite necessary this year! Despite everything, I hold onto the 
beautiful, happy moments that I have been able to have this year, such as spending more time with my son and 
watching his English skills blossom (something I was truly worried about with him entering an all-German Kita). 
Work-wise I am thankful the pandemic has given us the opportunity to go digital. Our online events have been 
all-around successful and have connected us not only within Freiburg but also France, Switzerland, and even the 
US! My positive spin is that we will hopefully all come out of this stronger and more adaptable.  
 

Ashley Matthäus (Carl-Schurz-Haus) 
  
It has been a long, long time since I have been to a fabulous Network evening, and I can only hope that in the 
future that will change.  Due to health circumstances and Corona many things were not possible. One positive 
aspect came about during my recovery. I completely redecorated my living room, all through the internet, 
without ever physically sitting down on the furniture or seeing it in person. However, the result is fantastic and 
others agree with me. I was able to really learn a lot through internet ordering, and it was fun and helped me to 
quickly recuperate. I wish all the team and members a beautiful Christmas and hope that we can all hug each 
other again in the near future.   

Leanne Dier 
 

Due to Corona, I discovered a new network of restaurants which offer deposit/returnable take-away food 
containers. Several restaurants in Freiburg have joined already. Check them out at http://vytal.org/ and support 
our local economy!  

Barbara Wimmel 
 
The lockdown gave me the opportunity to get fitter than I have been in years!  My husband Peter and I went 
almost daily on 25km bike rides around the Schönberg (me on my e-bike and he on his racing bike, and I could 
still barely keep up with him!)  It was great being allowed to get outdoors for our regular dose of endorphins -- I 
felt we were very privileged to be allowed to do so (many of our friends living in other countries were not so 
lucky). I think it was the single most important thing that helped me to keep my spirits up during the lockdown. Of 
course, it helped that it was springtime and every day saw more and more trees and flowers blossoming.  I've 
noticed that I haven't had any coughs or colds this year -- possibly because of the social distancing and mask-
wearing, but I think also due in large part to getting so much outdoor exercise! 

Sabina Sahni 
 
So happy to have resumed regular contact with four schoolfriends from Madrid via Zoom. Following our Class of 
’76 reunion in Madrid four years ago when I had had zero contact with three of these friends since Christmas 
1970, we started a Whatsapp group chat. Four years texting and sharing all kinds of nonsense later, we decided 
to have a ‘proper’ chat. Who would have thought we’d be hooked up shooting the breeze over a glass of wine at 
different hours of the day in Germany, Spain, England, USA and the Dominican Republic! Without the threat of 
Coronavirus forcing us to stay home with time on our hands, this would never have happened!  

Liz Müller 
 
I work for a German tourist agency. After the re-start of business, we had a successful summer and autumn, in 
part because we attracted the attention of many Germans who normally travel abroad. In a nationwide marketing 
campaign, the Kaiserstuhl vineyards were compared to rice terraces in Vietnam. Meetings and webinars via Zoom 
or Webex are very efficient and saved us a lot of time. During our own holidays, my husband and I also stayed in 
Germany and visited new destinations like the Rheingau and the Baltic Sea. The next holiday abroad will 
definitely be more special after the restrictions this year. A delicious restaurant dinner will be a real treat. As I 
hardly have any other commitments, except work, I have started to help friends with their German and English. 
And I have begun baking. Both of these new activities, to pass the time, are turning out to be quite successful! 

 
Annette Senn 

 
And now to bring a smile to your face, here is our final contribution: 
Don’t we all want to keep ‘negative’ these days? No one wants to be ‘positive’ J All the best and continue to 
stay ‘negative!’ 

Kathleen Elder 
 

With every good wish to you and yours this Holiday Season.  
Ingrid, Liz, Sylvia – Your Network Coordinating Team  


